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Customers Colleagues Foodmakers & 

Shopkeepers

Morrisons

Manufacturing
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What do customers want from retail?

Customers have told us that its much more than just product 
quality which is influencing their understanding of quality:

● Taste

● Brand name

● Availability

● Shopping experience

● Marketing 

● Value

Source: Customer Intercepts and Observations (Jan 2022, Kirkstall); Quantitative survey (Feb 2022) 3,803 responses; IGD Reports
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What’s the retail picture at the moment?

Customers are looking into a winter of 

high prices and are cutting back 

where they can

…it won’t always be like this
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We’re all aware of huge cost price 

increases which are proving incredibly 

challenging 

Fuel

Fertiliser

Feed

Cost price inflation
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What affects resilience of food supply?

Economics

Environment

Graphic: British Food Report, 2017, http://www.leeds.ac.uk/download/481/british_food_makers_report

Conflict in Ukraine

Energy / fuel prices

Yield / access to harvest

Climate change:

● Changing weather 

Soil degradation

Loss of biodiversity
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Food supply chains are global

UK government food security report: Dec 2021

● 2020: UK imports 46% of the food it eats

● 80% of the UK’s food is from UK and Europe

● 39% of food, feed and drink imports by value were from 4 

EU countries
○ Netherlands, ROI, Germany, France

Graphic: British Food Report, 2017, http://www.leeds.ac.uk/download/481/british_food_makers_report

Morrisons

● Over half the fresh food we sell, we make ourselves

● We have a high concentration on British sourcing

○ 100% British in fresh meat, milk, eggs and produce 

when in season

○ Local foodmakers - launched in 2017

● Also have responsibility over global supply chains
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Sustainability in supermarket retail

Context - supermarket retail has its own challenges

● 12,000 + products & each has its own story
● 2,500 suppliers
● 100,000 + raw materials
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Sustainable growth 
of high quality British 
food from farms we 
know and trust

Great stockmanship to 
ensure content, well cared 
for animals 

Training and skills programmes to 

promote great stockmanship and care 

(zero tolerance of poor welfare)

Incentives for improved performance

Nature positive farming 
which cares for the world 
around us

Net Zero UK Agriculture by 2030

Soil health, tree planting and wildflower 

schemes to improve the lives of birds, 

bees and insects

Sustainably sourced feedstock

Agriculture resilience and 

financial sustainability

Ag transition and farm economics

Training

Expert advice and support

Next Generation, mentoring and 

apprenticeship schemes

Building connections between 
farmers and customers to 
improve understanding and 
pride in what we do

Customer and colleague connections 

with visits online stories, blogs, #Farm 24

What does sustainable farming mean?
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Nature positive farming 
which cares for the world 
around us

Net Zero UK Agriculture by 2030

Soil health, tree planting and wildflower 

schemes to improve the lives of birds, 

bees and insects

Sustainably sourced feedstock

What does sustainable farming mean?

Reducing emissions can be about reducing costs: buy less, waste less, use more

Sequestration can involve more cost, so important to lower emissions as priority #1
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Net Zero Agriculture

information innovation

inspiration incentives

- carbon footprint baselines

- KPIs / benchmarking to develop action plans

- access to and provision of expert advice

- learning and skills workshops

- expert teaching advice - on farm

- transforming curriculums for the new entrant

- research projects to ‘move the dial’

- insects to replace soya (laying hen feed)

- seaweed as a methane mitigation

- product launches

- sustainable beef and lamb scheme 

i
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Agriculture resilience and 

financial sustainability

Ag transition and farm economics

Training

Expert advice and support

Next Generation, mentoring and 

apprenticeship schemes

Agriculture resilience
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Conclusion 

● Consumers are being careful in how they buy and are looking for the best prices they can afford

● Farmers are very mindful of inputs to manage business resilience

● Looking to the longer term is important 

○ in the UK we already have a great start

● Resilient farmers and food chains will be there for the customer 
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Thank you   


